














ABSTRACT
The health division has seen a huge transformation subsequent the introduction of latest computer technology & this 
has led to added medicinal information producing various sectors of research. In recent years, there has been surges in 
interest in study on assessment sustain appliances in healthcare, for example individuals relating to analysis, forecast, 
behavior forecast, and so on. This progress is due to increased data availability, breakthroughs in artificial intelligence 
and machine learning research, and contact to computational assets. Data Mining and Predictive Analysis are being 
used by a number of healthcare organizations. Predictive analysis utilizes assortment of statistical procedures as well as 
representation, machine learning & data mining to approximate the future by breaking into past and current realism. 
Appropriate to the information ambitious environment of machine learning algorithms, artificial intelligence trends 
has achieved its full prospective when back up by large information positions. Our study examines the implications of 
current breakthroughs in information analytics and how these will be used to the healthcare industry, with a focus on 
analytical & prophecy applications.
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INTRODUCTION

During rising national healthcare costs, healthcare 
companies need relationships dynamically to discover 
ways to lower costs without jeopardizing patient results. 
One of the strategies to achieve these goals is by focusing 

on patients who are likely to be readmitted to treatment, 
given that these individuals are a huge amount of 
administrative costs (cucciare and O'Donohue, 2006). 
government Accountability Office stated that 5 percent of 
Medicaid beneficiaries accounted for half of programme 
expenses (Quinn et al 2016). These patients generally 
face complex, permanent problems that are difficult to 
assess and control. If these patients are differentiated by 
healthcare providers, the latter can possibly reduce costs 
and help them manage their ailments better. 

This research examines and perhaps benefits a strategy 
for distinguishing patients with and without the danger 
of readmission. These patients are supplied with solutions 
tailored to their specific needs and can be utilized to 
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ABSTRACT 

Cold storage units preserve fresh produce for extended shelf life. Operation of cold stores at present in India is done 

with multi commodity and common storage chambers where compatibility of fresh produce is not taken care of. 

Parameters to be maintained in the cold stores are: temperature of produce, temperature of the cooling coil, air 

temperature, humidity level, gas composition like oxygen, carbon-dioxide, ethylene, etc. for different fruits and 

vegetables to be stored in different chambers. These parameters need to be closely maintained to get best storage life 

of the produce. Most of the storage plants in India are equipped with manual or semi-automatic controls. 

Centralized chambers holding all types of fruits and vegetables at one place can lead to improper maintenance of 

storage conditions causing reduced life. The purpose of this study is to identify the technical requirements of 

computerized and automatic systems, so that fresh produce can be handled on automatic material handling systems. 

Apple color quality was measured by an expert panel and compared with colorimeter grading system. Significant 

positive correlation was found between visual and colorimeter readings. Computerized systems for refrigeration 

systems, data logging is to be installed for careful monitoring of cooling and gas conditions inside the chambers. 

This will ensure fruits and vegetable stored at optimal shelf life conditions. The results of this study can help to 

develop software for a comprehensive cold storage warehouse management system. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Commercial cold storage units preserve fruits, vegetables, cashew nut, raisins, red chilli, Bengal gram, ice creams, 

cheese, butter, meat, frozen green peas, etc. to control the spoilage and retain the quality parameters. Shelf life of 

these products depends on the moisture content of the product, respiration rate, temperature of the cold store 

chamber, relative humidity (RH) etc. Fresh produce like fruits and vegetables require low temperatures of the order 
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Generally wireless sensor networks (WSN) are connected via a wireless medium to form a large amount of
cooperative sensor nodes. Monitoring control is an important aspect of monitoring users in monitoring
applications, such as wireless sensor networks, because of security. There are countless applications to pay
for themselves but at the same time, their special properties offer a number of challenges, such as security
and surveillance, control, and operation and complex system maintenance. WSN has already seen it on the
Internet, from face-to-face security attacks. To propose an Optimal Multilevel Link extend umpiring routing
(OML-EUR) based secure routing protocol for improving privacy standard in wireless sensor networks.
Secure communication is also important in providing accurate and resource constraints at the sensor node
at the moment. In this study, there are three of our contributions. Initially it monitors the neighbor network
layer attacks for browsing the WSN on the transmission medium. Followed subscription a link
establishment to monitoring the request packets through key transmission of WSN with secure routing
protocols. By finding the secure communication as qualities of service verification among the modes to
authenticate to transfer. The proposed system produce high secure performance by the result proves
energy consumption and communication overhead as higher efficient than previous system.
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